Genetic control of interleukin-4-induced activation of the human signal transducer and activator of transcription 6 signaling pathway.
The interleukin (IL)-4-induced Stat6 signaling pathway is active in a variety of cell types, including immune cells and cancer cells, and plays an important role in the regulation of gene expression, such as CD23 and major histocompatibility complex class II. Using a semiquantitative gel shift assay in which nuclear Stat6 activities were scored, three Stat6 activation phenotypes were defined as Stat6(high) (intense banding), Stat6(low) (medium intensity banding), and Stat6(null) (very low to no discernible banding). These Stat6 phenotypes correlated well with levels of CD23 expression, but not with those of human leukocyte antigen-DR cell-surface display. Pedigree analyses revealed a Mendelian inheritance pattern that can be explained by two STAT6 Pathway (STAT6P) activation genotypes, which we term A and a, where STAT6P*A determines an active Stat6 signaling and STAT6P*a determines an inactive Stat6 signaling, with incomplete dominance. Total Stat6 protein levels failed to correlate with the above Stat6 phenotypes allowing us to propose that IL-4-induced Stat6 signaling is a polygenic quantitative trait regulated by a collection of several contributing genetic loci that functionally interact. The Stat6(null) phenotype may result from a defect in Stat6 signaling, which has important implications with respect to the pathogenesis of cancer and Th1/Th2 cytokine imbalance in autoimmune diseases in general.